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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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PLUG AND PLAY
Now is the time to begin to put everything together for your site. You probably feel as 

though you’ll burst with the anticipation of finally having a legit business to show the 

world. Only many people launch a business with great excitement to...crickets. The internet 

does not magically send them business.

But you’re different. You should feel confident from knowing exactly who you’re talking 

to. This will save you so much time and money and energy because you’re pursuing the 

right clients, not the wrong ones. And you’re building onto a foundation that will scale. All 

the pieces are in place to plug and play. You’ll be able to send people to your website, have 

friends and family share it, and start growing your business even faster

GATHER YOUR PIECES
All the pieces from the various worksheets you’ve completed so far are now combined 

here:

Aesthetics 

Logo URL:                    ,
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Avatar problem / pain point  

Your solution(s)  

Your price(s)  

Avatar
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Social

Facebook URL: 

Instagram URL:  

Twitter URL: 

Pinterest URL:

LinkedIn URL: 

Additional URLs:  

Technical

Product / service images.  

This is for the Squarespace store. Squarespace does a good job to compress images and 

format them to be the right size. For now, go for images that reflect your business, such as 

a basketball or a logo. GFT uses icons with associated numbers to reflect the number of 

trainings being purchased. Simple is best.
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Your Stripe credentials: 

Squarespace login credentials: 

MAIN COMPONENTS 
OF THE WEBSITE
Tagline: A catchphrase or slogan used to describe your business. Some examples include:

          Nike: “Just Do It”

          California Milk Processor Board: “Got Milk?”

          MasterCard: “There are some things money can’t buy. For everything else, there’s 

          MasterCard.”

          M&M: “Melts in Your Mouth, Not in Your Hands”

          The U.S. Marine Corps: “The Few. The Proud. The Marines”
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Taglines typically don’t make you money but they communicate your business quickly and 

can be good for search engine optimization (SEO; how Google finds you on the internet). 

Write out some tagline ideas for your business:

Option 1: 

Option 2:

Option 3: 

About: Tell others who you are and why it matters to them. Tell your story - and then use 

that to segue into how your story can be theirs too. Keep this section between 1-4 short 

paragraphs.

Services: Be specific. If you’re offering private training, describe for how long, what typical 

things you might include, who it’s ideal for, any variations that can be included (e.g., 2-10 

players) and pricing.
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Service 1

Name

Price

Description

Service 2

Name

Price

Description

Service 3

Name

Price

Description
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Service 4

Name

Price

Description

Service 5

Name

Price

Description

Service 6

Name

Price

Description
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Contact: Your public contact information. If using an email address, break it up as such 

youremail [at] yourdomain [dot] com as this prevent spammers from harassing you. Also, 

filter if necessary by using quizzes or questionnaires. You can also embed your calendar for 

availability or link to the software scheduling service you might be using.

BRIEF NOTES ABOUT 
BLOGGING
Blogging is an entire course all on its own. Many people have either made tremendous 

money from blogging or have used it and it’s associated email list to sell products, attain 

status as an influencer or to share knowledge. Most blogging fails because people lack the 

discipline to write for free.

Benefits of blogging

          Blogging helps you get found by others on the internet.

          Blogging helps you build authority.

          Blogging helps you build relationships, connect with others, grow your list of those 

          who want to connect with you.

          Blogging can be a springboard for becoming an author.

Types of blogging

          Writing: Traditional blogging. You share your perspective through the written word.

          Vlogging: Video blogging. Think of it like YouTube videos embedded on your website.

          Imagery: Storytelling through pictures that you took and have releases for. 

          Podcasting: Digital broadcasts for download by listeners.

Negatives about blogging

          Making money is hard

          Blogging is a full-time job
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          Your opinion is public (and may not always be interpreted well)

          Trolls, spammers, hateful comments

          Content creation is only the beginning of profitable blogging

Statistics about blogging 

          Eight out of every 10 searches done on Google today do not result in a click to a 

          website.

          Facebook is stealing even more of your traffic by keeping people on Facebook.

          Only 3.25% of visitors to your homepage will click through and look at your blog (or 

          vlog or podcast, etc.).

Most bloggers we work with eventually find themselves in an identity crisis with their 

blog as their life seasons change, their interest wanes or the ROI is poor. But, if blogging 

interests you, the best, and least expensive, blogging course out there is this one.

1 Retrieved from this website. 

https://problogger.com/31-days-to-build-a-better-blog-course/
https://www.business2community.com/blogging/only-3-25-of-visitors-visit-your-blog-and-other-scary-statistics-02097209
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